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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Alif Cuisine from Bolton. Currently, there are 15 meals and
drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact them

through their website. What JandBonhols likes about Alif Cuisine:
We went again last night for a Friday takeaway. We have been using this Takeaway for many years now and

Abdul and staff always have a warm welcome.The food is good quality and so reasonably priced. Really good to
watch the show cooking as you can see the food being cooked.Abdul runs the kitchen with absolute precision

and it always amazes me how they can get so much good quality food out in such a quick time. read more. What
Gary T doesn't like about Alif Cuisine:

Love food from here but delivery was unacceptably late so I had to cancel the order. Alifs probably weren't happy
as payment was cash . I wasn't happy as I had to leave home before eating. Excuses of they were busy aren't

acceptable as they email a delivery time and know what orders are outstanding when my order was placed. if I'd
known the order would take an hour longer to deliver I wouldn't have ordered!!! read more. At Alif Cuisine in

Bolton, original Indian spices fine dishes with sides like rice or naan are freshly prepared, The creative fusion
of different dishes with fresh and partially daring ingredients is highly valued by the guests - a good example of

Asian Fusion. Look forward to the enjoyment of delicious vegetarian dishes, On the menu there are also several
Asian dishes.
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